
BOXLIGHT.com Sets A New Standard in LCD Projectors Extremely Bright and Detailed Images Beam 
From BOXLIGHT's New FP-95t Projector  

Poulsbo, Washington.- Let the sun shine in your meeting hall. Enlarge images to epic proportions without sacrificing 
detail. Connect your projector to an assortment of peripheral electronics and project high quality video and 
computer images for a multimedia presentation.  
Whether you are a business presenter in a large auditorium -- or an architect drafting plans in a high-rise -- 
BOXLIGHT's new FP-95t projector sets a new standard for LCD projectors.  
 
The FP-95t effortlessly integrates into a conference room or auditorium using existing room electronics, and unlike 
the 3-guns or light valves, requires no convergence or maintenance. Multiple connectivity inputs allow for ease of 
use with computers, VCR's, disc players, and control boards.  
 
For sheer brightness in proportion to size, the 39.2 lb. FP-95t projector replaces elephantine 3-gun or light valve 
units that tip the scales at twice its mass. With 2300 ANSI lumens, this projector packs a dazzling beam of light 
that will withstand ambient lighting conditions and highlights the details of even large projected images. For even 
more brilliance, combine the twin-stackable units for a blast of nearly 4600 ANSI lumens.  
 
True 1280 x 1024 SXGA resolution, with compressed 1600 x 1200 UXGA, offers excellent resolution with 
extraordinary attention to image details. DRIT (Digital Realized Interpolation Technology) creates a resolution 
"free" environment by digitally reconstructing the image by expansion (VGA, SVGA, XGA) or compression (UXGA).  
 
High quality video and computer images are created with a new progressive application specific integrated circuit 
and a new digital interface.  
 
Four optional lenses (short, medium, long and wide zoom) adapt the projector to most focal environments. A 
convenient auto set feature takes the guesswork out of set-up by handling synchronization, dot adjustment and 
positioning for you.  
 
Other handy features include remote-controlled digital zoom imaging and built-in laser pointer that allow speakers 
to draw the attention of the audience or enlarge a detail of the presentation.  
 
The versatile features and highly detailed imagery of the FP-95t projector make it the perfect selection for 
presenters in large venues, workstation environments and for disciplines that emphasize details.  
 
All BOXLIGHT.com projectors are backed by a two-year parts and labor warranty and a 120-day lamp warranty.  
 
BOXLIGHT.com sells display and projection technology under it's own brand of BOXLIGHT Certified™ equipment, as 
well as the most innovative, refined products from manufacturers such as InFocus, Sanyo, Hitachi, 3M, Sony, 
Mitsubishi, Panasonic, and Epson.  
 
All products and services are available on-line at www.Boxlight.com 

 


